Host ASM_Pablo says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station “Future Problem”…

The Kootenai crew has returned to the station.  What seemed to be a regular day, suddenly got really complicated for the staff.

The CTO, the CNS and the CMO got involved in a confuse episode originated by a fight between two drunken aliens.

CEO Masters was dealing with some sort of a heavy armoire in his quarters.

After Admiral Sakamura and Ambassador M'Krek arrived to the Station, a strange phenomenon began to occur. What in the beginning seemed to be an unknown life form assumed to be a threat to the Station, turned out to be some sort of a starship.

A large concentration of chronoton particles increased all around the station.

Cast of Characters

Brian Wachendorf as CO Captain P’Dar Kerst
Gary Cole as CMO Lieutenant Commander Sovok
Kytra Seliquini as CTO Lieutenant Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Steve Seliquini as OPS Lieutenant Rick Spicer
Juanita Wilson as CNS Lieutenant Alana Torez 
Eric VanSickle as CEO Ensign JG. Groth Masters

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as TO Bailey, Admiral Mitchell
ASM Pablo Delsoglio 

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Kootenai Station Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: Report!

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Standing at the tactical station monitoring the strange starship::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Enters main Operations:: CO: Just got herrre, Sirrr.

CEO_Masters says:
::Checks systems:: CO: We have full available power to all sensor systems.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Stands up off of the floor of the Sickbay and looks around::

CNS_Alana says:
::After being summoned by CO Kerst,  She enters Operations::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Walks over to the tactical station:: TO: Bailey, a worrrd.

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the CTO curiously:: CTO: Of course, Lieutenant.  ::Leans over slightly::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Chronoton particle concentration is still rising.  Shields drop to 7%.

CNS_Alana says:
::Walking over toward the captain, folding her hands behind her::  CO: CNS reporting as requested, Sir!

Host TO_Bailey says:
CO: Shields are down to 7%.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Notices Alana entering Operations and smiles briefly before putting his "game face" back on::

OPS_Spicer says:
::At his Operations console:: CO: The chronoton shielding is up and holding at just under 7%. There is a ship of unknown origin within 12 clicks of the station and it appears that the ship is the origin of the chronoton particles.

CEO_Masters says:
::Looks at shields:: CO: We're down to 7 percent shields.  Attempting to compensate.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CEO: More power to the shields!

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: One of the aliens in sickbays recovers conscience, and begins to ask for something to drink.

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Diverting power from the holosuites...

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Is getting weary of leaning over waiting for the CTO to say something:: CTO: Lieutenant?  ::Bobs his head back and forth from the CTO to the tactical console::

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Any response to our hails?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Negative, Sir. And scans are unable to penetrate the ship's shielding.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
TO: Sending someone to arrrrest yourrr seniorrr officerrr forrr doing herrr job is not in yourrr job descrrription, Mister Bailey.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Can you confirm the source of the chronoton particles is that ship?

CEO_Masters says:
::Also diverts power from unused replicators as well as unoccupied quarters and decks::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: Checking now, Sirrrr.

Host TO_Bailey says:
CTO: What are you talking about, Lieutenant?  ::Confused expression on his face::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION : The ship is the source of the particles.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CNS: We have a first contact situation on are hands with a potentially hostile aliens.

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Moves to the secondary tactical console::

CEO_Masters says:
::Feels tension all over the station::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: Confirrrimed, Sirrr. The ship is the sourrrce of the chrrronoton parrrticles.

CNS_Alana says:
CO:  I understand , Sir.  do we have a motive for their being in our aarea of space yet?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Smiles at Bailey:: TO: You keep me on my toes, you know that?

CEO_Masters says:
~~~CNS: You're the station Counselor, right?~~~

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Sir, I am not sure that they are hostile. Perhaps they do not know that chronoton particles affect us in an undesirable manner.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Inform Admiral Mitchell of our situation. Tell her at this time I believe she and our visiting guests should prepare to evacuate the station on the Seahawk.

Host TO_Bailey says:
CTO: Uh...okay....sure.  ::Raises a furry eyebrow then turns his attention to tactical console two::

CNS_Alana says:
::Recognizes her thoughts being entered::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The CNS begins to feel dizzy and sleepy .  Suddenly TO Bailey begins to feel the same symptoms.

CEO_Masters says:
::Increases power to shields::

Host TO_Bailey says:
::Yawns then shakes his head:: CTO: I'm feeling a bit tired.

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. *Admiral Mitchell*: We have a potential first contact Admiral.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Can we knock out the source of those particles with a phaser beam?

CNS_Alana says:
::Wants to answer the thoughts but suddenly feels dizzy::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: I'm not surrre, Captain.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
TO: Why don't you take a brrreak, Bailey?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. *Admiral Mitchell*: Captain Kerst is recommending you and our visiting delegates prepare for evacuation.

CEO_Masters says:
::Looks over to the counselor:: CNS: Counselor?  You okay?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: One by one all people aboard the Station begins to feel sick... just like the CNS and Bailey...

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Rises from her seat at the conference table:: Admirals: Excuse me a moment.  *OPS*: First contact?  With whom?  Have you identified them?

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Sir, I do have a very uneasy feeling.  That something is about to happen, to quiet a few of us!

CEO_Masters says:
::Feels the fatigue all over the station::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
<TO_Bailey> CTO: That sounds like a good idea, Lieutenant.  Be back in a while.  ::Turns and enters the turbolift::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Rushes to CNS:: CNS: What's wrong...Happen what's about to happen?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Shields drop to 2%.

CNS_Alana says:
::Tries to shake the feeling off:: ~~~CEO: was that you who tired to enter my thoughts?~~~

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Captain, I agree with the counselor.  I get these feelings...  Shields dropping to 2 percent.  Compensating...

Host CO_Kerst says:
CMO: Operations to Doctor Sovok, medical emergency in Operations!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
<TO_Bailey> ::Passes out in the turbolift as it descends::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Leans on her console:: Self: Whooo...I'm not feeling so good.

OPS_Spicer says:
*Admiral Mitchell*: No ma'am. There is no response from hails and their shielding prevents our sensors from gaining any useful information. All that is known is that their ship generates chronoton particles. Our shields are up but barely holding.

CNS_Alana says:
::Shaking her head::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: OPS Spicer and CEO Masters faint...

CEO_Masters says:
~~~CNS: Just trying to communicate.  I'm one-quarter Beta...~~~ ::Faints::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Sees more of his crew fainting::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Grunts as he falls to the floor unconscious::

CNS_Alana says:
CO:: I...I..I can't tell exactly, just that we're feeling sick!

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Bring weapons on-line now! Target as best you can the source of those chronotons!

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The CNS faints too.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*OPS*: I am on my way to Operations.  Mitchell, out.  ::Excuses herself from her meeting and exits her office headed for the turbolift:: Lieutenant. Sherman: I will be in Operations.

CNS_Alana says:
::Shakes her head again, then topples over on the floor::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Brings the weapons on line and begins the targeting procedures::

CEO_Masters says:
::Groans from lightheadedness::

CMO_Sovok says:
CO: I'm on my way! ::Gets his wits about him and rushes out of the door, running towards the turbolift:: turbolift: Operations!

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The Station enters in a temporal flux. Everyone that hasn't passed out begin to see everything like if it as in slow motion

Host CO_Kerst says:
*Admiral*: Kerst to Admiral Mitchell I suggest you and the other evacuate the station now aboard the Seahawk.  The Chronoton shielding is about to fail and we appear to be under some type of metal attack!

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Weapons are offline

CMO_Sovok says:
::Sees the turbolift slow down and looks around, finding himself moving slowly too::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Taps the control panel and waits for the turbolift doors to open.  When the doors open she sees Bailey passed out inside.  Checks his pulse then taps her COM badge:: *Sickbay*: Mitchell to Sickbay.  Medical emergency turbolift 18C level 17.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Thunks her console:: CO: Sirrr!  Weapons arrre offline!

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Holds on to the OPS console as everything around him starts to move slloowwllyyyy::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The CO begins to feel a strong headache...

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CO*: Negative.  If the station is under attack, we will remain to assist.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Watches the doors slide open slowly and tries to move faster into Operations::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Groans loudly and grabs the side of his head with one hand::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<Computer Voice>: Intru..... der ..... All....lll....eee.... rrrr.....ttttt!

CMO_Sovok says:
<MO>: *Admiral*: We're a little stretched thin here, admiral... we'll try to be there as soon as possible.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: ...Bao...seal.....op....s....!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: A medical team arrives at level 17 turbolift 18C and pulls Bailey out of the lift.  They take him directly to Sickbay.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
Self: Ohhhhh....... ssshhh*%.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks around at all who have passed out and begins to walk towards the captain:: CO: Siiiiirrr.....

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CMO*: The team just left with Lieutenant. Bailey.  Keep me informed on his status.  Mitchell, out.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods slowly to the Captains and taps her console::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Everyone in MAIN OPS pass out, except the Captain, who continues feeling a terrible headache...

CMO_Sovok says:
::Finds himself struggling to stay up... tries and forces himself to continue but crumples to the deck::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Enters the turbolift:: Turbolift: Operations!  ::Stands rigid::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Slides off the console and onto the floor::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Let’s go the OPS panel to clutch both hands to the side of his head and groans very loudly::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Despite Operations being sealed off ten life forms materialize in Operations.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Sees life forma appear in Operations::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Arrives in Operations but can't exit the turbolift:: *CO*: Lift the forcefield, Captain.  I am stuck in the turbolift.

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: One of the life forms makes a signal to the Captain, like trying to say "It's all right, don't worry".  The Universal translator doesn't work.

Host CO_Kerst says:
Computer:: Command .........control ........lock down ........authorization .......Beta .....7 ...........7 ..............7 .........gamma ..............2

CEO_Masters says:
::Mentally tries to wake himself::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The Admiral receives no answer and the turbolift goes offline.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Finds his mind wandering to every corner of itself.  Remembes seeing Bao in Operations when he arrived and hopes she's okay::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Begins to feel light headed:: *CO*: Mitchell to Kerst.  Open the door to Operations, that's an order!

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Struggles to move as he tries to approach one of the life forms::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Each one of the aliens carries a device similar to a tricorder. They scan the consoles.

CNS_Alana says:
::Begins dreaming::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Opens the escape hatch and climbs up into the turbo shaft.  Begins climbing the ladder to the first hatch opening::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Everyone begins to have very odd dreams. in some cases dark nightmares.

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees himself in the middle of some ancient Terran kung fu flick::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Poorly attempts to tackle the nearest life form::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Pauses to regain her balance as she is feeling very dizzy now::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Admiral Mitchell begins to be affected too.  She begins to struggle to keep her eyes open.

CNS_Alana says:
::Dreams of running very fast upside-down across walls::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Continues to climb, struggling to stay conscious::

CEO_Masters says:
::While in dream, kicks one of the attackers, while in real life, kicks one of the aliens in operations::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels his mind flash to strange images... first ones that don't make any sense... then his parents being murdered... and next Bao taking his mother's place... shakes his thoughts and finds stranger, images in their place. Ones that didn't make any sense. Triangles and geometric shapes walking the streets of a small town::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Having nightmares about things she tried to forget::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: CEO Masters recalls every detail of the battle on Kezlaria, when one alien approaches to him.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams that he is a father and the baby just won't stop crying no matter what he tries -- now that is a nightmare::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Again attempts to punch the nearest life form::

CEO_Masters says:
::Throws a punch in the air in reality while trying to throw a punch in dream::

CNS_Alana says:
::Just running thru hallways with many doors::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The leader of the alien group makes another sign to the CO, like "sit down and relax"

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Presses the hatch release then climbs into a Jeffries tube.  Struggles to make her way through the tube::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks puzzled at the shapes as they turn from simple shapes into complex polygons and then into abstract math equations. All the while telling him "Juliet, Alpah, Golf, Tango, Foxtrot, Sierra, Zulu, Zulu, Zulu, Zulu!"::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: OPS Spicer dreams about his first day at school...

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALF 1: ..........Who..........aaaarrrrreeeeeeeee..................yyyyyyyyyyooooooooooooouuuuuuuu.....??????????????????

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The CO passes out too.

CEO_Masters says:
::Wraps one of his legs around the alien, thinking it's a Kezlarian, and trips him::

CNS_Alana says:
::Snoring very loudly, breathing very heavily::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Passes out in the Jeffries tube::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Seeks a void in his mind... trying to feed all of the strange images into a hole to be destroyed.. seeking silence and serenity::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: In the CNS dream the last door behind her changes into a very big dragon

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he is walking across the parade ground at the academy with a hop in his step and the Bee Gee's “Staying Alive” running through his mind smiling at all the ladies::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Finds himself standing on a wind swept plain. The smell of the sea heavy in the air::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: CTO dreams about the day her uncle gave a little dog as a birthday present...a Pekinese puppy.

CNS_Alana says:
::In her dream she looks back at a dragon and begins to increase her running speed so much that it almost seem like she if flying!::

CEO_Masters says:
::Stands up, but still unconscious, and starts flailing his fists and feet::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Oh she was so scared of that ugly dog::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The alien continues systematically scanning all systems.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Dreams of being the CNC of Starfleet Command::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::The air is cold and crisp, his breath forming small clouds near his face. He feels a heavy burden in his hands and looks down to himself hold his sword in his right and a shield strapped to his left::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: A big shark tries to catch the CO.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he walks past a lovely lady and smiles at her winking "Hey Beautiful" and when she smiles back he thinks to himself, "She wants me"::

CEO_Masters says:
::Punches and kicks every Kezlarian he can see in his dream, while acting it out in reality::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Is glad that so far he was successful at keeping the strange dreams away... but for how long could he keep his nothingness intact?::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Admiral Mitchell suddenly dreams about being demoted.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Kerst raises his shield to block the sharks attack, then counters with his own sword thrust::

CNS_Alana says:
::Runs up to a stone with a sword in it, pluck the sword and turns to face the dragon::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The aliens seem to have finished with the system analysis... Now they began to study the officers in OPS

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he is watching the ladies gymnastics team practice and walks into a light pole "I meant to do that" Looks around quickly to see if anyone noticed::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels the void weakening as his mind travels to the things he had to do... he had to wake up... people needed his help::

CEO_Masters says:
::As he does a round kick in his dream to take out a Kezlarian, he does the same in reality and kicks the alien studying him::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: After one minute the entire crew enters in a state of conscious somnolence: they are all laying on the floor, but feel like floating in open space... They have a blurry vision of the aliens.

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Vanquishing the shark, he turns towards his men. An army of similarly clad Viking warriors fills the field around him::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks around and tries to stands, drawing his phaser from his ankle and pointing it at one of the blurry aliens::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams the beautiful women mutate into hideous aliens::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sees strange aliens.  Struggles to clear her vision:: Aliens: Who are you?

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes a swipe at the dragon, who shoots fire out of her nostrils at her::

CEO_Masters says:
::Sees the aliens and wants to strike at them::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Struggles wake up. A blurry figure standing over him:: ALF 1: Who are you?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The aliens put their tricorders in the holsters of their black jumpsuits- they are very similar to the Kezlarian people...

CNS_Alana says:
::She ducks behind her shield, that suddenly appeared in her hand::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Squints her eyes at the aliens:: Aliens: Do I know you?  Where do you come from?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<ALF 1> ::Makes the universal sign of silence, putting his fingers in front of his lips::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Holds his phaser on one of the aliens, ready to fire if they gave him a reason, or even if he didn't like their blurry faces::

CEO_Masters says:
Aliens: Why do you bother us?  Haven't you done enough?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Blinks and tries to grab her phaser::

CNS_Alana says:
::~~~hmm, it is hot in here~~~::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Squints at the alien, then utters something close to a growl when motioned for silence::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Hears echoes of voices but cannot make out what they are saying::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: ALF 1 is the tallest alien in the group. He is walking along the room supervising the activity of his team.

CNS_Alana says:
::Continuing to jab and swing her sward at the lady dragon::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Stands up, straightens his uniform::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels his hand shaking slightly::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Walks to his chair in the center of the room, looks around at the aliens::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: ALF 1 aims his tricorder at the CO and he falls to the floor, again.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Fires his phaser as the Captain falls::

CEO_Masters says:
::Gets up from his back and tries to see what the aliens are scanning::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Curses loudly in Romulan as he falls to the floor again::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Re-tracks on another and fires again::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Suddenly all the crew begins to have painful flashbacks from the Battle on Kezlaria

CNS_Alana says:
::Puts her sword down and sits on the dark space:: Dragon:  What are we fighting for, let's talk this out!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::The echoing voices become louder in her head:: Aliens: Stop!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he is floating above the parade ground and the ugly alien women are all trying to grab at him. They want him and he is trying to keep them away. "Don't touch me!!"::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: One alien points his tricorder to the CMO... and to the floor he goes

CEO_Masters says:
Aliens: What do you want with us?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Her foot begins to radiate excruciating pain and she yelps, tears sliding from the corners of her eyes::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels his phaser clutter to the ground as he collapses::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Struggles through the images flashing trough his head to reach the side compartment of his chair and retrieve his phaser::

CNS_Alana says:
::Floating in the darkness as lady dragon hovers nearby::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he dives to the ground just as an explosion tears the rock face above him::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sees a battle on some strange planet that she has never been to before.  Sees the crew of Kootenai station along with the Hercule crew fighting Kezlarian guards::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Remembers the immense fear he felt going out to save Bao and the security team... remembers all of the dead... remembers his parents::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: ALF 1 sits on the CO’s chair.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Dreams he gets to his feet and charges into the tunnel firing his weapon yelling "Kaaaaiiiiillllleeeeeee"::

CEO_Masters says:
::Pulls a shiroken star from his pocket and throws it at ALF 1::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Time warp: 5 minutes... The aliens seem to have accomplished their objective.

CNS_Alana says:
::CNS and Dragon begin having a tea party, laughing and giggling, Lady Dragon calls over a few friends::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: ALF 1 motions a sign to his party and the aliens dematerialize. However the crew still is sleepy.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Struggles with himself yet again to forget... and tries to wake himself... he needed to get all of them... shoot all of them::

CNS_Alana says:
::Food for Tea party consists of Smoked sausage, cooked by Dragons::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The chronotron particles concentration begin to reduce, and the Station begins to abandon the temporal flux

CMO_Sovok says:
::Feels himself waking and reaches out for his phaser.. finding it next to him.. clutches it and tries to get up::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<Computer voice> Shields.... incre...asinggggg....

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<Computer voice> ::Says something that can't be understand:::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Struggles thought he fog in his mind as he tries to regain his feet::

CEO_Masters says:
::Crawls to engineering console:: CO: Shhhhhhieelllldsssss rrrrrriiiiiissinnnnnng.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Jumps to his feet in one fluid motion and makes a guttural cry, looking around as quickly as the slowness of the world will allow him, for the aliens... not finding any::

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: All staaaaaaaationssssssssss...urg...........report!

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Time warp: 4 minutes. Everyone is almost recover, and the Station is completely operational... No trace of the alien party or their ship.

CEO_Masters says:
CO: All systems normal.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Holds her head:: All: What just happened?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Walks over to Bao, phaser still in hand:: CTO: I don't know...

CNS_Alana says:
::Dreams fade, tea party over.  Begins to wake up, feeling very woozy::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: I want complete scans both internally and externally. See if those aliens are still onboard and if not, find them!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Regains consciousness and wonders where she is.  When she realizes she is in the Jeffries tube she crawls toward the next junction::

CNS_Alana says:
::Standing up from the floor::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Taps on her console::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Regains consciousness::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Everyone experiment a terrible headache.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Holsters his phaser and stands back up... rubbing his temples:: CTO: You, okay?

Host CO_Kerst says:
CEO: Ensure shields and weapons are operational.

CEO_Masters says:
CMO: Doc, you got any meds on you?

CNS_Alana says:
::Grabs her head::

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Aye, Sir, they are.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Exits the Jeffries tube and taps her COM badge:: *CO*: Mitchell to Kerst.  What happened?

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CMO: Yeah, I think my foot starrrted hurrrting again though.

Host CO_Kerst says:
OPS: Send a description of that ship to Starfleet headquarters and to all ships in the area.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CO: No trrrace of the aliens, Sirrr.

CNS_Alana says:
CO:  What happened, Sir?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Scans himself with the tricorder:: All: Does anyone else have a headache? I do... but this tricorder says I'm fine...

Host CO_Kerst says:
*Admiral*: We were boarded! I thought I recommend you to evacuate to safety?

CEO_Masters says:
CMO: ::Raises hand:: Right here, doc.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
*CO*: Boarded by whom?  ::Heads for the nearest turbolift and enters:: turbolift: Operations!

Host CO_Kerst says:
CNS: I'm not sure. Can you sense anything? Anything that doesn't belong here?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Shakes his head to clear it:: CO: Aye, Sir. ::Begins to compose the message and sends it::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The CNS cannot sense anything.

CEO_Masters says:
::Tries to sense something, but headache is preventing his empathic abilities::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Shakes his head and folds his tricorder, sticking it back in his holster:: All: There's nothing I can do for these headaches.. ::Continues to rub his temples:: CTO: You said your foot was hurting again?

Host CO_Kerst says:
*Admiral*: Unknown at this time. We're working on it. As the station has obviously been compromised I recommend that you temporarily relocate to a different location.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Exits the turbolift into Operations and walks swiftly up to the command deck:: CO: Status!

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CMO: Yeah. I don't mean to be a botherrr.

CNS_Alana says:
::Trying to get her bearings:: CO:  Everything seems the way it was before...did I faint?  I have memories of very strange dreams!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Shakes his head and smiles slightly, finding it makes his head hurt more:: CTO: No, no bother at all, Bao. ::Kneels down and takes out his tricorder again, scanning her foot::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<ALF 1> ::Aboard his ship:: What's going on here?  You!  Don't touch that!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Shakes his head again:: CTO: You're perfectly normal.. did you have some strange dreams?

CMO_Sovok says:
CTO: Flashbacks?

Host CO_Kerst says:
Admiral: All systems appear green., Sir, I can no longer guarantee your safety aboard this station. I recommend you evacuate at once.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
CMO: A little, why?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<ALF 2> ALF 1: We are loosing power!  A cascade process in progress!

CMO_Sovok says:
CTO: These aliens... what they did... I had them too.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks at the CO:: CO: Negative, Captain.  I will remain on the station.

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<ALF 1> ::Curses in his native language:: All: We must do something! ::An explosion occurs::

CEO_Masters says:
::Looks at instruments:: CO: Captain, there's some kind of surge outside the station!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: What are you doing to insure the security of the station?

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The chronotron distortion appears once again in OPS Consoles. Computer launches alert

Host CO_Kerst says:
Admiral: Sir, I'd like it noted that I strongly disagree with your decision to remain onboard.  As Sector Commander... CTO: What's that?

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Sir!! Chronoton particles on sensors. ::Raises the chronoton shielding::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The "ameba" distortion can be seen once again but this time is fluctuating very quickly.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Draws his phaser again, ready for the aliens to come... wanting them to come::

CEO_Masters says:
::Checks station systems::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Head snaps to look over at OPS::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Curses in Romulan:: OPS: Sound general quarters!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Stands next to Bao::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir. ::Sounds the alert::

CNS_Alana says:
::Begins to sense a strange feeling among the crew again::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CTO: Get a security up ASAP and have others placed in vital areas.

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: The alien vessel materializes and dematerializes against the distortion.

Host CO_Kerst says:
CEO: Keeps those shields up this time!

CNS_Alana says:
CO:  I think it is going to happen again...

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Taps her console and notifies her teams::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sits down in the XO's chair and activates the monitors::

CNS_Alana says:
::Runs to take a seat so she will not wake up on the floor again::

CEO_Masters says:
::Increases power to shielding::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: And the ship explodes...a really big explosion.  The shockwave shudders the station hard.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: We may be entering another time distortion.  I hope we end up someplace warm.  ::Raises and eyebrow as she looks at the chronoton readings::

CEO_Masters says:
::Reinforces shields and SIF::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Yelps and falls to the floor::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Manages to stay on his feet, holding onto Bao's console::

Host CO_Kerst says:
CMO: Anything you can give us to get rid of this headache and to keep from passing out again?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Checks sensors and notes that the station has been moved .2 clicks from the explosion::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Is thrown from the XO's chair as the shockwave impacts the station::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Is thrown across Operations from the shockwave, hits the far wall hard::

CMO_Sovok says:
CO: Headache, no but from passing out. I don't know but I don't think it'll be a problem anymore.  ::Points to the explosion::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: Everyone hits the floor, but this time there is no serious injures, just some minor bruises.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Loses his grip on the console and falls onto the ground next to Bao... trying to stand up::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: TO Bailey falls heavily to the floor.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Struggles to her feet and sits back down in the XO's chair::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Returns to his console and uses the retros to reposition the station to its proper position in space::

CNS_Alana says:
~~~CEO: Perhaps if we could hold on to each others thoughts it will keep us from becoming unconscious again, what to try?~~~

CEO_Masters says:
::Tries to keep the station together::

Host CO_Kerst says:
::Struggles to raise himself::

Host CO_Kerst says:
ALL: Report!

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
<TO_Bailey> ::Rolls off the biobed onto the floor::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
ACTION: A small escape pod from the alien ship appears in sensor

CMO_Sovok says:
::Offers a hand to Bao and listens to the CO::

CEO_Masters says:
~~~CNS: Sure~~~ ::Combines thoughts with CNS::

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Opens her eyes and sees Sovok, mouths "Are we dead?"::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Operation systems are nominal. The station was pushed out of position by the explosion. I have returned her to her proper position.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Pulls her to her feet:: CTO: No... we're okay.

CEO_Masters says:
CO: Structural Integrity Field is holding, shields holding for now.

CTO_Rr`Vellan says:
::Puts a paw to her head:: CMO: Let's not do that again soon, okay?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Smiles and nods:: CTO: Agreed... ::Turns to stare out the viewer::

Host ASM_Pablo says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Station Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>
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